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Digital transformation as a path to growth: Capturing new market opportunity

Many companies have yet to explore the full potential of Industry 4.0 and
digital transformation as a growth driver. This article, third in a series, outlines a stepping-stone approach to help leaders bridge the business of today
and tomorrow.

D

ISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, INTRODUCED

Hitachi Vantara is another example of a company

at an unprecedented rate, are driving the

undergoing a transformation while seeking growth

Industry 4.0 revolution, and companies

opportunities in helping its customers transform.
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that can successfully harness the potential of these

COO Scott Kelly explains: “I’ve read that around

technologies can enjoy exponential growth. Yet a

85 percent of companies have yet to build an ‘offi-

recent Deloitte study suggests a disconnect

cial’ digital transformation strategy. What really

between Industry 4.0’s market potential and its

resonates with our customers is the fact that we are

attainability, and most companies are using

recognized as doing what IDC describes as an

advanced technologies for near-term business

‘authentic’ digital transformation. This means we

operations rather than truly transformative oppor-

bring real-life experience of transformation as well

tunities. Thus, even executives who are ready to

as digital solutions to support our customers on

invest in digital industrial transformation may see

their transformation journeys.”8
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it more as a defensive move rather than an offensive or growth-oriented play.3

For companies ready to explore harnessing digital
transformation for growth, this article outlines how

But a growing number of digital industrial compa-

to frame the opportunity by defining the playing

nies are looking forward by viewing their internally

field, or the markets and segments in which they

focused, efficiency-driven transformations as a

choose to play, and outlining the winning moves,

stepping stone to future growth. In fact, organiza-

or the services and solutions to offer and how to

tions can view their productivity-focused

monetize. (See figure 1 as reference for our overall

transformations as a set of training wheels when

digital transformation framework.)
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seeking new opportunity, finding and training new
talent,5 and defining agile ways of working. We

After articulating the transformation north star,

explain this concept in the previous article of our

defining the business model is the next step for a

digital industrial transformation series, in which

company on the digital transformation journey.

we discuss how to set a digital transformation

Decisions around target customers; use cases; and

north star.6

delivery, monetization and support models have
broad implications for a company’s capabilities,

Daimler Trucks Asia is one example of a company

operating model, and supporting systems. Without

undergoing its own internal transformation while

addressing these specifics, companies risk execut-

entering new growth areas with new products and

ing on a transformation fated to fall short of

services. Its transformation started with the quality

delivering on leaders’ growth ambitions.

management department implementing proactive
sensing solutions, powered by data, to reduce war-

Defining the playing field

ranty and recall costs. And the journey is
continuing, with the company using its internal
transformation to jump-start its broader ambitions

Because new digital markets are in many instances

around connected fleet services.7

still nascent, determining where to begin can be
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FIGURE 1

Digital industrial transformation
Companies seeking digital transformation as a vehicle for growth must ﬁrst deﬁne the markets and
segments in which they choose to play, the services and solutions to oﬀer, and the ways those
oﬀerings might be monetized.
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The focus of this article

Deﬁne the playing ﬁeld
1. Which markets and segments will
we choose to play in?

Outline the moves
Business
model

2. How will we win in these markets?
What will we oﬀer, and how will
we sell, get paid, and support our
customers?

Sources: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

challenging. Potential applications for the

and use cases. A focus on a longer time horizon

Industrial IoT, for example, are virtually limitless.

may seem counterintuitive in a rapidly changing

When faced with choice overload, companies can

world, but it can help executives understand just

easily get stuck in endless “science experiments” or,

how differently their companies will need to oper-

worse, remain frozen in place.

ate in the uncertain markets of the future, in

9

addition to the tactical adjustments they need to
So how do leaders determine where to start, in

make to accommodate today’s market shifts.

terms of which segments of the new markets to

Without a sufficiently wide aperture, companies

claim as their own? They need to combine an out-

may again find themselves trapped in incremental

side-in lens with an inside-out one.

initiatives focused on short-term events, at the risk

An outside-in lens focuses on isolating the industry

When taking the outside-in lens, executives should

verticals and use cases that have the greatest mar-

ground their thinking in how customers—and the

ket potential, based on projected market size,

ecosystem in which they interact with customers

of being disrupted rather than being the disruptors.

market growth rate, and competitive intensity.

and partners—may evolve. Other tactics to support

When taking the outside-in lens, it is important to

outside-in thinking include scenario planning and

take a sufficiently broad view, both in time horizon

hiring external thought experts, futurists, and

and in the definition of relevant industry verticals

provocateurs.10
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An inside-out lens helps companies understand

subset of the company’s most strategic customers

their own ability to lead in any market segment.

and partners.

This can be approximated through assessments of
the company’s current domain expertise, proximity

Layering both lenses on top of each other yields an

to commercialization of innovation efforts, internal

intersection of verticals and use cases that form a

capabilities, brand credibility, and the strength of

playing field for the company’s areas for growth.

its ecosystem. When evaluating these points, lead-

What happens when the areas of biggest opportu-

ers need to be realistic. For example, many

nity do not seem to intersect with a company’s

incubation efforts require significant refinement

current domain expertise? While this could suggest

and hardening to make them market-ready.

a misalignment between ambition and reality, the

Moreover, customer interest in an incubation

right application of this outside-in plus inside-out

experiment alone is insufficient evidence that it can

approach enables leaders to find the right balance;

be scaled to become a commercially viable busi-

they can think of their immediate focus areas—

ness. Luckily, many of these dimensions can be

leveraging their current strengths—as stepping

easily tested—for example, brand credibility can be

stones that bridge to opportunities further afield.

gauged through interviews and focus groups with a

The key is to identify adjacencies between the

FIGURE 2

A stepping-stone approach to pursuing new opportunities
Companies need to consider opportunities through both an outside-in, market- and
customer-driven lens and an inside-out, capabilities-driven lens. Pursuing new opportunities
may require a stepping-stone approach that bridges an organization from its strengths today to
its growth areas for tomorrow.
Current company footprint and strengths

Stepping stones

Future opportunity

Market growth rate

Deprioritized opportunity

My company’s ability to lead

Note: Size of circle denotes market size in terms of revenue.
Sources: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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existing business and the desired opportunities,

By starting industries and use cases closer to its

such as horizontal technologies or capabilities.

core business and rounding out its own capabilities

Figure 2 offers a conceptual representation of

with those partners, HPE made a credible first step

this approach.

in its IoT growth journey.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s IoT business serves as

Outlining the moves

an excellent example of this stepping-stone
approach toward future growth areas. Understanding
that IoT technology represented a large market

Once you’ve defined the playing field, it’s time to

opportunity, the company narrowed in on a set of

answer a set of deeper questions about your busi-

prioritized industry verticals (for example, manufac-

ness model. These can be thought of as your

turing, retail, public sector, life sciences and health

winning moves. The business model has increas-

care, and telecom) and use cases (for example, pre-

ingly become the basis of competitive

dictive maintenance, asset management and

differentiation in creating, delivering, and captur-

tracking, intelligent spaces buildings and venues,

ing value in the digital realm. In fact, in Deloitte’s

future cities, and connected vehicles). HPE chose

most recent Industry 4.0 report, 48 percent of

this set of focus areas based on its expertise in core

executives indicated that introducing new business

data centers, edge computing, wireless solutions,

models was one of the top five topics discussed

and IoT project delivery. To supplement its own

most frequently within their organization, yet only

11

half of those leaders consider them-

The business model has increasingly
become the basis of competitive
differentiation in creating,
delivering, and capturing value in
the digital realm.

selves ready for new business
models.13
Defining your winning moves in the
digital solutions space involves
answering the following questions:
What will you sell? What portions of
the digital solution stack will you
offer? Will you target OEMs or

growing portfolio of IoT capabilities, the company

owner/operators?

also built a robust partner ecosystem with hardware equipment manufacturers, other software

How will you sell? On which ecosystem partners

players, and global systems integrators.12

will you rely to sell through and sell with? Are there
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new ecosystems you need to forge, and new part-

upfront would drive the focus across the organiza-

ners to recruit?

tion required to move quickly. To define the
company’s IoT strategy, leaders conducted exten-

How will you get paid? Will you charge a subscrip-

sive benchmarking of competitors against a

tion, or charge based on consumption or outcome?

comprehensive set of dimensions. They researched
not only competitor offerings but bundling and

Figure 3 summarizes the winning moves—called

packaging, pricing models and pricing tiers, routes

such because they define how you can capture mar-

to market, and monetization models. This exten-

ket opportunity. And because your strategy is as

sive competitor scan across all these dimensions

much about what you do as what you don’t do, each

revealed the market’s true white space, allowing

choice has associated trade-offs and associated

the company to define a truly unique offering and

implications that are important to understand.

build a more robust business case.14

One leading cloud computing and platform virtual-

Your winning moves will have profound implica-

ization company seeking to enter the IoT market

tions for your operations and your organization.

knew that it had to define all business model com-

For example, shifting from a subscription- to a con-

ponents, not just “what to sell.” Leaders had also

sumption-based monetization model affects

hoped that defining all business model components

everything from new sales enablement training to

FIGURE 3

Business model choices as winning moves
Winning moves are defined as business model choices on a spectrum along the following dimensions,
each with associated trade-offs.
Guiding questions
Will you primarily offer discrete
products, configurable bundles,
or integrated solutions? Will you
offer services to help deliver and
implement your solutions?

Discrete products provide
customers with maximum flexibility
and may accelerate near-term
revenue potential, whereas
integrated solutions build brand
and may lead to higher long-term
revenue potential.

Customer
type

Will you sell solutions to owners/
operators to reduce costs, to OEMs
to help them enhance their own
products and grow revenue, or to
both?

Owners/operators may see more
direct and quantifiable benefits
in the short term, though OEMs
may see long-term benefits from
increased value capture.

Route to
market

What will be your channel mix
between direct, sell-with, and sellthrough?

Selling direct to customers provides
a higher degree of control but may
limit reach.

Will you offer perpetual licenses, a
subscription model, a usage-based
model, an outcome-based model, or
some mixture of these options?

Perpetual license and subscription
models are easier to manage and
provide more predictable cash flows,
but outcome-based models increase
collaboration between solution
providers and customers.

Solution
archetype
What are
we selling?

How do
we sell?

How do we
get paid?

Trade-off considerations

Monetization

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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new finance and accounting processes to new back-

To start, define your playing field, or your markets

end systems. In our previous article in this series,

and customer segments of focus. Balance ambition

we discussed how to set the transformation north

and realism by layering a market- and customer-

star, specifically outlining the transformation’s

driven, outside-in lens, with an inside-out lens that

long-term vision and short- and medium-term

pragmatically assesses your organization’s capabili-

objectives, and what the transformation means for

ties. If no overlaps currently exist, identify stepping

your customers.15 After defining your winning

stones, or adjacencies to your current business,

moves, it is important to conduct a “feedback loop”

that can help bridge your organization from its cur-

check to your transformation north star, to ensure

rent strengths to the desired future

that the two are consistent. At Hitachi Vantara, the

opportunity areas.

shift from a term license model to a subscription
model resulted in a decrease in revenue in the ini-

Next, outline your moves by defining your business

tial year; the management team’s ability to

model. It is not enough to simply define what you

strategically communicate this impact to internal

will sell (your target customers and what you will

and external stakeholders
in a way consistent with its
transformation north star
has proved critical to the
company’s longer-term
success.
As with a company’s playing
field, its winning moves can
evolve over time. Just as
you are undergoing a trans-

offer to them)—consider how

Tackling new markets
and new business
models is risky, but if
done the right way, it
can yield significant
returns.

formation, your customers

you will sell (your routes to
market) as well as how you
will get paid (your monetization model). Keep in mind
that new business models—
catering to new and unmet
customer needs, monetizing
data, etc.—can yield just as
much opportunity, and be as
much of a disruptor, as defining new products and services.

likely are in the middle of their own. They may prefer an on-premise solution today but acknowledge

Once you have defined the playing field and your

the need to shift to a hybrid environment tomor-

winning moves, it’s time to act. This last step is

row. It is to your advantage to articulate an

often the most important—it signals your commit-

evolution that synchronizes with the one your cus-

ment to the market, your employees, and your

tomers envision.

competitors. But this is where executives often hesitate, trapped in analysis paralysis. What they
overlook during this period of indecision, however,

Making the move

is the cost of doing nothing. In Industry 4.0’s rapidly changing landscape, those who hesitate risk

Tackling new markets and new business models is

being left behind. As Hitachi Vantara’s Scott Kelly

risky, but if done the right way, it can yield signifi-

remarked, “The digital transformation and IoT

cant returns. In fact, executives who undertake

markets are growing exponentially. There’s almost

digital transformation for innovation are nearly as

no bad place to start. The most important thing is

likely to report significant ROI as those driven by

to make a move, and test and learn. The worst

operational goals. By proactively focusing digital

thing to do is wait.”

16

transformation efforts on growth, companies can
anticipate the shifts in the market before competitors and build sustainable competitive advantage.
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